Introduction
This paper examines ditransitive clauses in the Yakima dialect of Sahaptin, describing three classes of underived ditransitives and two classes of derived ditransitives. Hierarchies of animacy, topicality and person affect the formal coding of monotransitive and ditransitive clauses. The language exhibits monotransitive as well as ditransitive alignment splits, reflected in the case marking of monotransitive subjects (A) and objects (O), and ditransitive themes (T) and recipients/goals (R). In some monotransitive and ditransitive constructions, morphological coding is invariant, while in others speakers can choose how to code arguments. Both monotransitives and ditransitives exhibit a high degree of redundancy in participant coding, resulting in systems that are less than economical.
The Sahaptin and Nez Perce languages comprise the Sahaptian Family, classified as a member of the Plateau branch of Penutian (DeLancey and Golla 1997) . Sahaptin speakers of a number of related dialects live in the southern plateau region of the Pacific Northwest of the United States, along Nch'iwána 'Columbia River' and its tributaries. The dialects are mutually intelligible. Rigsby (1965) describes three groups of Sahaptin dialects: Northeast (NE) dialects, spoken along the Columbia River from Priest Rapids to the lower Yakima and Snake Rivers; Northwest (NW), spoken mainly in the Yakima River drainage; and Columbia River (CR), spoken along the Columbia east of what is now The Dalles, Oregon, and along the Deschutes, John Day, and Umatilla Rivers.
Sahaptin is a synthetic to polysynthetic language with rich verbal morphology. The phonemic inventory is similar to other Pacific Northwest languages and consists of a large set of consonants and small set of vowels. Stops and affricates are voiceless with a plain and glottalized series. Grammatical relations are indicated with case-marking, verb agreement and pronominal enclitics; the language is both head and dependent-marking. Sahaptin shows hierarchical alignment, hierarchically motivated inverse marking and split ergativity. Syntactic alignment is primarily accusative. Arguments are often covert; many clauses consist of the verb only. Word order is flexible, serving discourse/pragmatic functions.
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This paper makes use of data from the Yakima dialect (NW) . 2 The data are from recorded and analyzed texts collected by the author and from consultation with two elders. The language is severely endangered; there are only a handful of fluent Yakama elders who speak Sahaptin as their first language, all of whom also speak English. Estimates of number of speakers range from 5 to 25. There are determined revitalization efforts to return the language to daily use within the Sahaptin communities. All language data are presented using the Yakima practical alphabet. 
Monotransitive Constructions
There are four subclasses of verbs: intransitive, optionally transitive, transitive, and ditransitive. A small set of verbs can take both transitive and intransitive morphology and so fall into the 'optionally transitive' category. Transitivity is morphologically indicated and thus the transitivity of a verb can be determined by morphological tests.
Grammatical relations in Sahaptin are well-defined, and are morphologically indicated. The discussion below describes the grammatical relations of transitive subject and transitive object, here labeled A and O following Dixon (1994) . Transitive combinations are coded morphologically by verb prefixes, second position enclitics, and, in the case of overt noun phrases (NP), case markers. Independent pronouns are used for emphasis and disambiguation only. Of particular interest here, Sahaptin has grammatical systems that are sensitive to referential hierarchies. In most ways, these mirror prototypical systems that show sensitivity to an indexability hierarchy (as discussed by, for example, Nichols 1992 , Siewierska 2004 , Zún iga 2006 in which 1 st and 2 nd persons, i.e., speech act participants (SAP) outrank third persons, animate entities outrank inanimates, and topical participants outrank less-topical participants. However, the Sahaptin system exhibits breaks from the more usual patterns. Like typical inverse direction systems, Sahaptin uses a verbal inverse marker when second person acts on first and when an obviative third person (3OBV) acts on a proximate third person (3PRX). This marker does not, however, occur when third person acts on an SAP. Like typical hierarchical alignment, Sahaptin has a set of person markers that specify SAP in opposition to third and second person in opposition to first. However, there is not an unambiguous ranking of first and second. Casemarking is also hierarchy-sensitive, with third person subjects potentially bearing one of two obviative/ergative markers, depending on the person of the object, and differential object marking based on animacy and topicality.
The following sections discuss the properties of monotransitive clauses. The sections are organized by participant combinations, moving from mixed (SAP/3) to local (SAP/SAP) to nonlocal (3/3) scenarios. For the purposes of this paper, only examples with a singular subject are discussed; plurality in some scenarios overrides person and topicality hierarchies. For example, 2 Speech community members refer to the dialects by their individual names, or by the collective terms Ichishkíin or Sahaptin. The Yakama Nation began to use the spelling Yakama in 1994. I use the spelling Yakima to refer to the dialect described here, and Yakama when referring to the Yakama Nation and members of the Yakama Nation. My primary collaborator, Virginia Beavert, uses the spelling Yakima because previous elders chose iiyaakíi'ma as the best representation of the name of the language and tribe (Beavert-Martin 1999) . Here, I follow her guidance and preference. 3 The differences between the Yakima practical alphabet and the Americanist alphabet are: (1) The Yakima practical alphabet uses an underscored (k) ( ) for uvular stop q, and an underscored x ( ) for uvular fricative χ; (2) digraphs used in the Yakima alphabet are: sh -š, ch -č, tɬ -ƛ, kw -k w , -χ w .
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unlike singular third person A, plural third person A is not case marked nor does it co-occur with inverse marking on the verb. Of importance throughout the paper is the grammatical coding of SAP arguments, which are indicated by second position pronominal enclitics that follow the first word of the clause. Case marking of these enclitics displays neutral alignment, with the same form used for subjects and objects. The examples below show first person singular enclitic =nash, as intransitive subject in example (1), transitive subject in example (2), and object in example (3).
(1) aw nash wyáɬamayksha aw =nash wyá-ɬamay -sha 'and s/he will see me'
Mixed
In clauses with a first or second person subject and a third person object, the second position pronominal enclitic references the SAP A. The verb has the prefix á-(allomorph áw-is seen below) indicating a third person object. If the object is overt it may be (but is not obligatorily) case marked with the object suffix -nan (SG), -inan (DL) or -maman (PL).
Cháw nash na a i áwitɬ yawita ḵ' numaman. chaw =nash na a i áw-ítɬ yawi-ta ḵ nu-maman 
Local
When first person acts on second, a complex pronominal enclitic is used. In configurations with first person singular acting on second person singular, this complex form is =mash, seen in (6).
shápnisha mash shápni-sha =mash
'I'm asking you'
In the reverse scenario, when second person singular acts on first person singular, the second person enclitic =nam (here shortened form =am) is used, along with the prefix pá-, here called an inverse prefix. As will be seen below, the prefix pá-is also used when 3OBV acts on 3PRX.
páshapnishaam pá-shápni-sha=am 5
INV-ask-IMPV=2SG
'You're asking me'
Note that in example (7), there is no overt indication of the first person argument. The combination of prefix and enclitic is what specifies that the object is first person. If an independent first person pronoun is used, that pronoun will be in the object case, as in (8). There is not an unambiguous ranking of first and second persons, as coding systems compete. The inverse verb prefix pá-, used when second acts on first, suggests a ranking of first over second. This is not supported by the pronominal enclitics. Only the second person enclitic is used when second person acts on first as in examples (7) =mash, used when first acts on second as in example (6), is also used to indicate second person possession. So, no enclitic used in local scenarios uniquely identifies first person. This suggests a ranking of second over first.
Non-local
In 3/3 scenarios speakers choose from two constructions, labeled here direct and inverse. The Sahaptin system is similar to the Algonquian prototype, in that third persons are divided into proximate (PRX) and obviative (OBV) categories. When the more topical or salient 3PRX is acted on by the less topical 3OBV, the inverse is triggered. In (9), a direct clause, the verb is prefixed with 3SG.S/A prefix i-. The A is not case marked. The human O is.
(9) i ya ana myánashmaman wawyaɬá iya-a-na myánash-maman wawyaɬá-Ø
3SG.S/A-whip-HAB-PST child-OBJ.PL whipman-Ø
'the whipman used to whip the children'
In example (10), the inverse is indicated by the verbal prefix pá-and ergative case-marker -in marking the A (-yin here as it follows a vowel). If there were a nominal object in (10), it would necessarily take an object marker.
(10) Chaw páḵ'inuta wisalilɬáyin Chaw pá-ḵ'inu-ta wisalilɬá-yin
'the hunter will not see them'
Animacy of A and O interacts with the use of inverse, in that topicality and animacy overlap (see Givón 1984) . In Sahaptin, however, inanimate arguments can be either the A or O of an inverse clause, as seen in the following. 
Summary of monotransitive clauses
To sum up, monotransitive clauses reflect a ranking of participants, with SAP's outranking third person and 3PRX outranking 3OBV. There is grammatically obligatory hierarchical alignment in local and mixed scenarios. Non-local 'optional' voice constructions show a direct/ inverse alternation. Several things in particular stand out about the grammatical coding of monotransitive constructions. The morphology used for the various scenarios overlaps, but a unique combination codes each scenario. There are two ergative case markers, one (-nɨm) used when third person acts on an SAP, and a second (-in) used when 3OBV acts on 3PRX. 7 The inverse marking prefix pá-is used in both local and non-local constructions. It is, in fact, the only verb prefix that indexes an SAP argument. However, it is not used in the core case of inverse directionality when third person acts on an SAP. An animacy hierarchy is at work in some places but not others. Inanimate As are not blocked from taking either of the two ergative markers. However, animacy is a key factor in differential object marking. Finally, Sahaptin displays tripartite alignment in nominal case marking, with S, A, and O uniquely identified in certain combinations. These three cases are seen in examples (13) and (14) 
Ditransitive Constructions
In turning now to look at ditransitive constructions, we continue to see influences of person, animacy and topicality hierarchies. Ditransitives make use of the same morphosyntax as is described for monotransitives above with the addition of a dative case marker. Whether the Recipient/goal (R) or Theme (T) is case-marked the same way as is monotransitive O varies. (For the purposes of this paper, the roles of Recipient and Goal are conflated, based on the parallel treatment of these in ditransitives.) Ditransitive patterns are as follows:
Indirective type: In some ditransitive constructions, the T is marked as is monotransitive O. So, we see a direct object/indirect object distinction following Dryer 1986 , or indirective alignment as described by Haspelmath 2005. (ii) Secundative type: In other constructions, the R is marked as is monotransitive O, showing a primary/secondary object pattern (Dryer 1986 ), or secundative alignment (Haspelmath 2005) . (iii) Neutral type: Finally, in rare instances double object marking is possible, in which both T and R are marked in the same way as the O of a monotransitive, showing neutral alignment.
Like the hierarchical alignment and inverse voice systems described above for monotransitives, the Sahaptin system is split. In some R/T scenarios a Sahaptin speaker can choose whether to code R and/or T as the object (that is to say, in the same way as monotransitive O), but sometimes there is an obligatory coding of either the R or T as the object.
The following sections consider only three-participant clauses that have the flagging and indexing patterns of the prototypical ditransitives described in the section 3.1 below. This disregards some three-participant constructions in which one participant is marked as an instrument, source or location.
8 The three-participant constructions included here consist of three Of particular interest to the discussion are 'give' verbs (Section 3.1) and those derived with the causative (Section 3.5), as these are the classes that show alternation and choices in coding.
Grammatical coding of prototypical ditransitives
This section looks at the coding of T and R in prototypical ditransitive constructions that follow the pattern of the verb ní-'give'. Examples below also use i í 'a-'show'. Other verbs that have the same pattern are verbs of trading, selling, renting, lending, such as wámshi-'loan, borrow, rent' and ɨtáyma-'sell'. In these ditransitive clauses, four nominal case markers are used. Two are the ergative case markers -nɨm (used with 3>SAP) and -in (used with 3OBV>3PRX). The object marker -nan marks T or R. Dative case marker -yaw can also mark R. The case marker -yaw typically indicates motion to or into the noun it is suffixed to. It implies that a specific destination was reached and/or entered. It also has a range of more abstract meanings. In some participant combinations, as will be seen below, arguments are not case marked.
Most typically, one of the non-A arguments in a ditransitive is human and the other is not. (The rare cases in which both T and R are human will be addressed below.) When a human is R and T is nonhuman (as is most common), the human is object-marked. Compare the following monotransitive, example (15), with the ditransitive in (16) . In the monotransitive clause in (15), the object tɬ'aa w 'all' has the plural object marker -maman. The same form is seen in ditransitive example (16), coding the R. With a non-human T and human R, this coding is obligatory. Rude (1997 Rude ( , 2009 ) calls this obligatory dative shift, and it is the most common pattern for this class of ditransitives. by force, páxwi-'steal') can occur with human T and R. They follow the same obligatory and optional patterns of alternation as 'give'-type verbs in that source or theme may be marked as the object, but the alternation is with the ablative rather than the dative. Yakima consultants felt a slight meaning difference between a semantic source marked OBJ and the same source marked ABL, with the examples in which the source was marked by ablative rather suggesting a physical location (for example, taken by force 'from the woman's place' vs. 'from the woman'). See Rude 1997 for CR and NE Sahaptin examples.
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Ditransitives with a human T are very uncommon. In addition, in Sahaptin participants are often covert. For these reasons, the discussion here of constructions in which T and R are both human and overtly expressed relies on a limited number of elicited examples. A second pattern of obligatory coding in ditransitive clauses occurs when the theme is a speech act participant. An SAP theme is always the grammatical object. It is necessarily coded with the second position pronominal enclitic, indicating that it is a core argument of the verb, as seen in the monotransitive examples in the preceding section. If independent pronouns are used, as in the examples below, the object pronoun is used to reference the T. The R, if overt, is marked by a pronoun in the dative case or by dative case marking on a noun. If the referent is human, the genitive marker -mí precedes the benefactive, dative, allative, ablative, instrumental, and locative case endings. This serves in ditransitives to further mark the R as human.
The following examples present clauses with SAP themes. Independent pronouns and clitics indicate T and R. The grammatical coding of T and R in the preceding examples is obligatory. A T whose referent is an SAP is always encoded as the object. However, if T is third person and both arguments are human, there are two possibilities. Either T or R can be marked as the grammatical object, so, either an indirective or secundative pattern is grammatical. If R is the grammatical object, as in the following, T is not case marked.
Below, ɨwínsh 'man' is unmarked. The above examples and discussion have looked at 'give'-class ditransitive constructions. Within this class, there are a variety of case-marking patterns, some obligatory and some optional. We see that person and animacy affect the coding of T and R arguments in these ditransitives. Topicality also has an effect. Rude (1997 Rude ( , 2009 ) reviews behavior and control criteria for objecthood in Sahaptin ditransitives and concludes that the grammatical objects of ditransitives have the properties of objects of monotransitive clauses. In the cases where there are alternate possibilities for coding in ditransitives, Rude's analysis is that the grammatical object is being highlighted, and the unmarked or dative-marked noun is less important. We will now look at additional classes of verbs.
Class two: verbs of putting
A second set of three-participant verbs lexically requires the dative to be used to mark R. These have broad meanings surrounding putting, placing, throwing, and attaching. The T is differentially marked as the object. The result is a three-participant indirective construction with A unmarked or marked ergative; T unmarked or marked as the object, and R marked dative. The indexing and flagging on (23) below is the same as the 'give' example in (20) above (although the non-human goal in (23) does not take the genitive as well as the dative case marker).
9 The 3 rd person singular prefix i-often deletes before a vowel-initial verb, but it was retained in these elicited examples. There are no text examples with a human T and human R for these verbs; elicited examples also mark R with the dative if the referent is human.
(25) itamáwaykta myánashnan ayatmíyaw i-tamáwayk-ta myánash-nan ayat-mí-yaw.
3SG.S/A-throw.across-FUT child-OBJ woman-GEN-DAT
's/he will throw the child across to the woman' So, unlike the 'give' class, this class does not show an alternation between indirective and secundative alignment.
Class three: verbs of speaking
Verbs of speaking, telling and asking occur only with an inanimate T and an animate R. The T is the thing said while the R, encoded as the object, is the person spoken to. The alignment is secundative. In (26), áyat 'woman' has the object marker -nan. í 'a 'that' is the absolutive form of the distal demonstrative.
(26) u í 'a ɨ na ḵ nu áyatnan ku í 'a ɨ n-a ḵ nu áyat-nan and that tell-PST prairie.chicken woman-OBJ 'Prairie chicken said that to his wife'
Text examples show that a subclass of verbs exists in which something asked for, thanked for or prayed for is optionally marked with dative -yaw. The dative marker is seen in (27), however it is not present in (28), a clause using the same verb and from the same speaker.
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(27) áwatɬ'a yaash n 'ín 'imaman piimyúuk i 'atyaw áw-atɬ'a i-ya=ash n 'ín 'imaman piimyúuk i 'at-yaw 3O-ask.for-PST=1SG elder-PL.OBJ their.DAT teaching-DAT 'I asked the elders for their teachings'
(28) áwatɬ awita nam sápsikw at nch ínch imaman tt a tmaman áw-atɬ áwi-ta =nam sápsikw at-Ø nch ínch i-maman tt a t-maman 3O-ask.for-FUT=2SG teaching-Ø elder-PL.OBJ family-PL.OBJ 'you will ask the family elders for their teaching'
Derived: Applicatives
Applicatives add a syntactic object to the clause. These added arguments are benefactor/ possessor (-ani), goal (-uu) or associative (-twíi). The added argument, if overtly expressed by a noun, is necessarily marked with the object marker -nan. This added argument is almost always human; I have only a few examples of a (non-legendary) animal with a prominent role in a text being added as an object via an applicative construction. Inanimates are never treated this way.
The following example shows the use of applicatives to derive a monotransitive from intransitive walptáyk-'sing'. Applicatives also add arguments to monotransitive verbs, deriving ditransitives. The end result is that a human/animate argument becomes the grammatical object and any previous object is 'demoted' and left unmarked. Double object marking does not occur, nor is any other case marker used on the demoted object. In (30) below, the applicative aní-adds an object to a transitive verb. The benefactor is marked as the object. In (31), a possessor is added, using the same applicative. The possessor is case marked as the object; the unmarked is the inanimate possessed thing.
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(30) ku paníchani ana awkú pawawyaɬánan kú a-ní -ani-a-na awkú pawawyaɬá-nan and 3PL.S/A-put-APPL-HAB-PST then whipman-OBJ 'and they would put some away then for the whipman' (31) paḵ'ínunaniya wátiksh Spilyáynan pa-ḵ'ínu-nani-ya wátiksh Spilyáy-nan.
3PL.S/A -see-APPL -PST tracks Coyote-OBJ 'They saw Coyote's tracks.'
Example (32) shows the applicative -uu (here -núu) adding a goal to a monotransitive verb, resulting in a ditransitive. This applicative was seen in (29) adding a more abstract addressee, but its core meaning refers to the physical location of the added human argument. The human goal is object marked; the O of the original clause is unmarked.
(32) a at'anúunaa 'a áyatnan á-t'a-núu-na=ash 'a áyat-nan 3O-hit-APPL-PST=1SG ball woman-OBJ 'I hit the ball to the woman'
The associative applicative is seen in (33) with the monotransitive verb twána-'follow'. The grammatical object is the added argument.
(33) itwanatwíishana áyat ɨwínshnan i-twána-twíi-sha-na áyat iwínsh-nan 3SG-follow-APPL-IMPV-PST woman man-OBJ 'S/he with the man was following the woman'
There are no alternations in marking in the class of ditransitives derived by applicatives.
Derived: Causatives
The causative prefix shapá-alters the inherent transitivity of a verb by adding an A (marked as is any other A) to the clause. shapá-derives monotransitives from intransitives, and ditransitives from monotransitives. In monotransitive causatives, the causee becomes the grammatical object.
Example ( 'he has made me come back'
The causative codes successful manipulation and can indicate a range of action from stronger 'make' or 'force' to less forceful 'have' or 'let'.
The following examples show causatives added to monotransitive verbs. In the derived ditransitive, most often the causee (the A of the original clause) becomes the marked object, with the third argument (the O of the original clause) unmarked. As has been seen throughout, animacy is a key factor. If the O of the original clause is non-human and the causee is human, the causee is obligatorily marked and the original O left unmarked, as in (36).
(36) a ú na a a'imaɬaka áyatnan ɨníit awkú =nash á-shapá-ímaɬak-a áyat-nan ɨníit then =1SG 3O-CAUS-clean-PST woman-OBJ house 'I had the woman clean the house'
In example (37) a í a-'teach' is lexicalized, but its form is analyzable as sáp-i í a 'CAUS.PL-show'.
(37) ásapsikw an aash íchi myánashmaman -i a-n a a íchi myánash-maman 3O-teach-HAB=1SG this child-3PL.OBJ 'I teach this to the children'
In the preceding examples we see a lack of alternation in the case marking: one argument is human, the second is not, and the human participant is case marked as the object. The following examples show the patterns that occur when both the A of the original clause (the causee) and the O of the original clause are human. Again, since phrases with three human arguments do not typically show up in discourse, many of these grammatically acceptable examples are somewhat odd to speakers. When the A of the original clause is human and the O of the original clause is human and third person, the same possibility exists as in the 'give' class. Either the causee or the O of the original clause can be object-marked with -nan. Typically it will be the causee. The O of the original clause is unmarked. This patterns with the secundative 'give' class examples in which the R is object-marked and the T unmarked, seen in (19) and (22) (20) and (21) in morphological coding, with the causee marked as R.
(39) awkú nash áshapanaktkwanina myánashnan ayatmíyaw awkú= nash á-shapá-náktkwanin-a myánash-nan ayat-mí-yaw then=1SG 3O-CAUS-care.for-PST child-OBJ woman-GEN-DAT 'I had the child cared for by the woman'
Unlike the 'give' class, we find examples of causative ditransitives with double object marking in which roles are differentiated only by word order. The causee precedes the O of the original clause.
(40) awkú nash áshapanaktkwanina áyatnan myánashnan awkú =nash á-shapá-náktkwanin-a áyat-nan myánash-nan then =1SG 3O-CAUS-care.for-PST woman-OBJ child-OBJ 'I had the woman take care of the child' I could elicit these examples, but they were odd to consultants and are not found in texts. Note that this is the only instance in Sahaptin in which word order determines grammatical relations (see Rude 2009) . Recall that in 'give' class verbs, an SAP T is necessarily the grammatical object, as seen in (17) and (18) above. In causative ditransitives, SAP's again have special status with regards to object marking, although this is not the same pattern as with 'give' verbs. An SAP that is the O of the original clause can be marked one of two ways in a causative ditransitive. If it is the grammatical object, coded by an enclitic, the causee is marked with the dative. The first person object pronoun inák could be used in the above clause, yielding inák nash ishapánaktkwanina ɨwinshmíyaw.
A second construction used when an SAP is the O of the original clause marks the causee as the object, seen below in the object case marker on ɨwínsh 'man'. The SAP is then not indicated by a second position enclitic. However, the SAP object pronoun is used, forming a construction with double object marking. Since the SAP enclitic is not present, the SAP in the above example is downgraded-not a 'true' grammatical object. While grammatical, the double object constructions are not preferred. Speakers prefer (41) to (42), and can readily present more natural periphrastic alternatives (e.g. 'She asked the man. He cared for me'). As for behavior and control criteria in causative constructions with two objects marked, the causee (the A of the original clause) retains object properties (Rude 1997 (Rude , 2009 ).
Summary and Conclusions
We have seen in the sections above that Yakima Sahaptin has multiple monotransitive and ditransitive constructions. Looking at case-marking of monotransitives, we find a tripartite system. In terms of ditransitive alignment, again considering case-marking, the language exhibits all the alignment patterns described in Haspelmath (2005) , and in this way could be described as showing tripartite ditransitive alignment as well. Two of the classes described here, the 'give' verbs and ditransitives derived with the causative prefix shapá-, show class-internal variation.
Haspelmath gives evidence that for the most part within languages, the ditransitive alignment type used is independent of the monotransitive alignment type (2007, 6) . Sahaptin shows a parallel between monotransitive alignment and ditransitive alignment in that the language overcodes participants; multiple cues point to each referent. In speaking of tripartite systems such as Sahaptin's, Mithun (1999) suggests that their rarity has to do with the fact that is it not maximally efficient, as only two arguments need to be distinguished in any given clause (see also Comrie 1978) . This lack of economy in monotransitives is seen in the argument coding of ditransitives in Sahaptin, in which the following are all case-marking possibilities: T=Ø, R=OBJ; T=OBJ, R=DAT; T=Ø, R=DAT; T=OBJ, R=OBJ. Table 2 presents the possibilities for the two alternating classes of three participant verbs. Haspelmath (2007) , looking only at 'give'-verbs across languages, discusses the tendency for economical flagging to predominate, and points to Sahaptin as a counter-example (11). This paper broadens the verb classes discussed, and shows additional ways in which Sahaptin violates the principle of economy.
Coding of T, R Alignment
Hierarchies of person, animacy and topicality affect both monotransitive and ditransitive clauses in Sahaptin. In addition, the language contains obligatory as well as optional monotransitive and ditransitive constructions. In monotransitives, SAP/SAP and 3/SAP Linguistic Discovery 10.3: [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] constructions are fixed-choice, based on a person-hierarchy. In the ditransitive 'give' class, a person-based hierarchy is apparent in that an SAP T must be the grammatical object. An animacy hierarchy plays a role in monotransitive differential object marking, in which a human object is case-marked, while an animate or non-human argument is optionally marked. In the most typical ditransitives, the T is non-human and unmarked, and the human R is necessarily case marked as the object. When T is human and R is not, it is the T that will have the object case marker. Thus the language also exhibits differential R marking (see Kittila 2008) .
Monotransitive 3/3 constructions give speakers a choice of two coding strategies. The use of the inverse as opposed to the direct voice is broadly based on a topicality hierarchy. Similarly, 'give'-class ditransitives with a third person human theme and a human recipient allow speakers to code either the R or the T as the grammatical object. Causative ditransitives also allow for this choice, with no person restrictions. More work is called for to determine what conditions this coding choice. Rude (1997) suggests it is based on topicality, with the object-marked T or R being the highlighted participant. This corresponds to Haspelmath's claim that R is more likely to be specially-marked the lower it is on animacy, definiteness, and person scales (2007, 83) . Determining the specific factors that condition the inverse/direct alternation within monotransitives may shed light on ditransitive alternations as well.
